NEW ZEALAND: SEPARATION OF TRUSTEE FUNCTIONS
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For example, all things being equal, a NZ
resident custodian trustee (perhaps a private
or managed trust company) could hold
registered title to an investment portfolio
comprising equities and bonds listed on major
international exchanges.
The client relationship management and day to
day administration of the trust could be

However, the NZ resident custodian trustee
would retain power to apply to the court for
directions and retain certain core fiduciary
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would not be liable for acting on properly given
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Crucially, as far as the outside world is
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portfolio is the NZ resident custodian trustee.
This may provide a solution for the Jersey
managing trust company which worked hard to
develop the relationship with the Italy resident
settlor only to be constrained by Italian tax
policy.

Taxation of trusts in NZ
Where the settlor of the trust is resident
outside NZ the trust will be exempt from
assessment in respect of NZ tax on income and
capital gains arising outside of NZ. Accordingly,
the trustee may make distributions out of a

Provided there are no NZ resident settlors and

trust fund established in NZ without any

there is no NZ source income then the trust

withholding or deduction for NZ income or

could still be regarded as an NZ "foreign" trust

capital gains tax. There are no inheritance,

and retain its tax neutrality in NZ.

wealth or capital gains taxes levied in NZ nor is

This is a relatively unique and attractive feature
of NZ trust law the potential of which has not
yet been fully realised by international wealth
planners.
Italy Resident
Settlor as Advisory
Trustee

there any gift duty, stamp duty, value added
tax or equivalent forms of indirect taxation
charged on the creation or transfer of assets to
a trust by a non-resident of NZ.
The diagram on the following page provides a
basic illustration of how such a structure can
work.
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NOTES:
Client relationship management is carried out by Jersey managing trustee.
Advice is given by the Italian advisory trustee to Jersey managing trustee. In the normal course of events
the Jersey managing trustee will not be liable if it acts on such advice.
Jersey managing trustee provides binding directions to the NZ custodian trustee which implements such
directions.
The end result is that a “white list” resident administrative office is provided by the NZ trustee.

For further information, please contact Palladium.

Palladium Trust Services Limited provides a range of services in jurisdictions across the globe
including: corporate services, trust and fiduciary, fund and legal services in the BVI and New Zealand.
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28 Bruton Street, London, W1J 6QW | www.palladiumadvisors.net
Contact:
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T: +44 20 3740 6576
F: +44 20 3627 2601
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IMPORTANT NOTE: The accuracy of the information contained herein is limited to matters of New
Zealand law and Palladium Trust Services does not advise with respect to the laws of any other
jurisdiction. An arrangement of this nature may not be appropriate in every case and must be
tailored for the specific client. As individual circumstances vary it is imperative that independent tax
and legal advice be taken in all relevant jurisdictions. This publication is of a general nature only and
is not intended to be relied upon as, nor to be a substitute for, professional advice or in formulating
any business decisions without first seeking such advice. Accordingly, the material included herein
should be viewed as a general guide, and professional advice should be sought with reference to
specific

circumstances. Palladium Trust Services accepts
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no

liability in this respect.

